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“GAMES WITHOUT FRONTIERS”
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Fifteen Greek artists invent with their works a playful game of no limitations:
tricks, illusion, escape, experience, vision, overturns, humor, assertion,
sensation, intellect, flesh, melancholy, madness, gesture: the indication of
time and seconds, the uneven reflected image in the game, all blend in with
Peter Gabriel’s song aiming to retrieve from memory what Andre Breton wished to
be his playful journey in art: the happy song of waiting, the song that deceives
time.
Although the idea of game and play is ultimately connected with infancy, and
from time to time with forbidden expressions of adulthood, it is nevertheless
rather connected to performance. Boundaries, limitations, frontiers, although
defined, remain fluid, constantly challenged by the subconscious process of
expression, which annuls or narrowly surpasses the dominion of reality. The idea
of time extends, signifying the nature of the game itself that desires to be
prolonged perpetually. The idea of logic is disrupted or tends to be
insignificant, despite the logical structure of the game. The rules are to be
redefined and reinvented, only to be violated again candidly or clandestinely
via repetition and escapade.
Every game is a repetition of the familiar,
expressed as the unfamiliar, the unexpected and the hazardous; often evolving
into a nightmare, just as sleep produces such monstrous representations. Every
game spins a study of death.
Artists: Alexandros Avranas, Diamantis Aidinis, Nikos Alexiou, Giorgos
Gyparakis, Christina Darra, Lillian Likiardopoulou, Harris Kondosphyris, Tina
Kotsi, Apostolos Papageorgiou, Stavroula Papadaki, Maria Papadimitriou, Nikos
Papadimitriou, Dimitris Tataris, Kostas Christopoulos, Alexandros Psichoulis.
Curating and text by Thanos Stathopoulos
Exhibition Duration: 3 - 24 April 2008
Zoumboulakis Galleries, 20 Kolonaki Square
Opening Times: Tuesday - Friday, 11.00 – 14.00 & 18.00 – 21.00
Saturday 11.00 – 14.00
Sunday & Monday closed

20 Kolonaki Square, 10673,
galleries@zoumboulakis.gr
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